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1. INTRODUCTION
The Michael selection theorem is a useful tool in nonlinear analysis
which can be stated as follows:
 w x.THEOREM A Michael 6 . Let X be a metric space, Y a Banach space,
and let F: X § Y be a lower semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping with
nonempty closed con¨ex ¨alues. Then F has a continuous selection i.e., there
 .  . .is a continuous function f : X ª Y such that f x g F x for each x g X .
w xRecently, several authors 2, 5, 8, 9 investigated selection theorems in
w xtopological linear spaces. The following result, proved by Wu and Shen 8 ,
might be the most general form among existing selection theorems in
topological linear spaces.
THEOREM B. Let X be a paracompact topological space and Y be a
topological linear space. Suppose that S, T : X § Y are set-¨ alued mappings
such that
 .  .  .  .1 For each x g X, S x is nonempty and co S x ; T x .
 .  .2 For each x g X, there is an open neighborhood N x of x such that
 .F S x / B.x g N x .
Then T has a continuous selection.
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If X is connected and S is a point-valued mapping, it is easy to verify
 .that the condition 2 in Theorem B implies that S is a constant mapping.
Hence the supposition in Theorem B is strong. In this paper, we prove an
approximate selection theorem under a suitable condition and establish
approximate selection theorems with constraint. Moreover, we give an
improved version of the famous Michael selection theorem. As their
applications, new fixed point theorems and equilibrium theorems of gener-
alized games are proved.
2. APPROXIMATE SELECTION THEOREMS
In this paper, all topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff, and a
subset of a topological space is considered to have the relative topology.
Let X and Y be two topological spaces. A set-valued mapping F: X § Y
 . is called upper semicontinuous lower semicontinuous if the set x g X ;
 . 4   . 4.F x ; V x g X ; F x l V / B is open in X for every open subset V
 .of Y. A set-valued mapping F: X § Y is called closed if graph F s
 .  .4x, y g X = Y; y g F x is closed in X = Y. For a set A in a topologi-
cal linear space, we denote its convex hull and closure by co A and cl A,
respectively.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a topological space and Y be a topological
linear space. A set-valued mapping F: X § Y is called sub-lower semicon-
tinuous if for each x g X and each neighborhood V of 0 in Y there is
 .  .  .z g F x and a neighborhood U x of x in X such that for each y g U x ,
 .z g F y q V.
It is clear that the sub-lower semicontinuity is weaker than the lower
semicontinuity.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be a topological space, Y be a topological
linear space, and let F and T be two set-valued mappings from X into Y.
We say F and T are topologically separated if for each x g X there is a
 .neighborhood V of 0 in Y and a neighborhood U x of x in X such that
  ..   . .F U x l T x q V s B.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a paracompact topological space and Y be a
locally con¨ex topological linear space, and let F: X § Y be a set-¨ alued
mapping with con¨ex ¨alues. Then F is sub-lower semicontinuous iff for each
neighborhood V of 0 in Y there is a continuous function f : X ª Y such that
 .  .for each x g X, f x g F x q V.
Proof. Suppose that F is sub-lower semicontinuous. For each neigh-
borhood V of 0 in Y, there is a convex neighborhood V of 0 in Y such that0
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 .V ; V since Y is a locally convex topological linear space . For each0
 .  .x g X, let z g F x and U x be an open neighborhood of x in X suchx
 .  .   .4that for each y g U x , z g F y q V . It is clear that U x is anx 0 x g X
open covering of X. Since X is paracompact, there is a locally finite open
 4   .4  .refinement O of U x . Hence for each i g I there is x i g Xi ig I x g X
  ..  4such that O ; U x i . Let p be a partition of unity subordinated toi i ig I
 4O . The function f : X ª Y defined byi ig I
f x s p x z , x g X , .  . i x i.
igI
is continuous since it is locally a finite sum of continuous functions. For
 .   ..  .each x g X, p x / 0 implies x g O ; U x i , and so z g F x q V .i i x i. 0
 .  .  .  .Since F x q V is convex, f x g F x q V ; F x q V.0 0
Conversely, suppose that for each neighborhood V of 0 in Y there is a
 .  .continuous function f : X ª Y such that for each x g X, f x g F x q V.
 .Then for each x g X there is a neighborhood U x of x in X and
 .  .  .  .  .z g F x such that z g f x y V and for each y g U x , f x g f y qx x
 .  .V. Therefore, for each y g U x , z g F y q V q V y V. Clearly thisx
implies that F is sub-lower semicontinuous.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a compact topological space and Y be a locally
con¨ex topological linear space. Assume that F, T : X § Y are two set-¨ alued
mappings with the following properties:
 .i F and T are topologically separated.
 .ii T is upper semicontinuous.
 .  .iii F is sub-lower semicontinuous, and F x is a nonempty con¨ex set
for each x g X.
Then for each neighborhood V of 0 in Y there is a continuous function f :
 .  .  .  .X ª Y such that for each x g X, f x g F x q V and f x f T x .
 .  .Proof. By i , for each x g X there is a neighborhood U x of x in X
 .and a balanced convex neighborhood V x ; V of 0 in Y such that for
 .  .   .  ..  .each y g U x , F y l T x q V x s B. Again by ii , there is an open
 .  .  .  .neighborhood O x ; U x of x in X such that for each y g O x , T y
1 1 .  .  .  .   .  ..; T x q V x . Hence for each y g O x , F y l T y q V x s B,2 2
1  .  ..  .that is, F y y V x l T y s B. By the compactness of X, there is2
n  .finitely many points in X, say x , . . . , x , such that X s D O x . Let1 n ks1 k
1n  .W s F y V x , then W ; V is a neighborhood of 0 in Y and forks1 k2
  . .  .each x g X, F x q W l T x s B. By Theorem 2.1, there is a contin-
 .  .uous function f : X ª Y such that for each x g X, f x g F x q W ;
 .  .  .F x q V and f x f T x .
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THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a paracompact topological space and Y be a
norm linear space. Assume that F, T : X § Y are two set-¨ alued mappings
with the following properties:
 .i F and T are topologically separated.
 .ii T is upper semicontinuous.
 .  .iii F is sub-lower semicontinuous, and F x is a nonempty con¨ex set
for each x g X.
Then for each neighborhood V of 0 in Y there is a continuous function f :
 .  .  .  .X ª Y such that for each x g X, f x g F x q V and f x f T x .
Proof. By the assumption, for each x g X there is an open neighbor-
 .  .  .hood U x of x in X, e x ) 0, and z g F x such that for eachx
 .y g U x ,
F y q B 0, e x l T y s B .  .  . . .
and z g F y q B 0, e x , .  . .x
  ..  5 5  .4where B 0, e x s z g Y; z - e x . Without loss of generality, we
  ..can assume that for each x g X, B 0, e x ; V. For each x g X, let
d x s sup r ) 0; F x q B 0, r l T x s B and B 0, r ; V . 4 .  .  .  .  . .
  .   ...  .It is clear that for each x g X, F x q B 0, d x l T x s B,
  ..  .  .  .B 0, d x ; V and for each y g U x , d y G e x . Since X is paracom-
  .4pact and U x is an open covering of X, there is a locally finite openx g X
 4   .4  .refinement O of U x . Hence for each i g I there is x i g Xi ig I x g X
  ..  4such that O ; U x i . Let p be a partition of unity subordinated toi i ig I
 4O . Define f : X ª Y byi ig I
f x s p x z , x g X . .  . i x i.
igI
 .Then f is a continuous function. For each x g X, p x / 0 impliesi
  ..  .    ...  .   ..x g O ; U x i , and so z g F x q B 0, e x i ; F x q B 0, d x .i x i.
 .  .   ..  .   .Hence for each x g X, f x g F x q B 0, d x ; F x q V since F x
  .. .  .  .q B 0, d x is convex and f x f T x .
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition to guarantee that
F: X § Y and T : X § Y are topologically separated.
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a topological space and Y be a topological
linear space. Assume that F, T : X § Y are two set-¨ alued mappings with the
following properties:
 .i F is upper semicontinuous.
 .  .  .  .ii For each x g X, F x is closed, T x is compact, and F x l
 .T x s B.
Then F and T are topologically separated.
 . w xProof. By ii and Theorem 1.10 in 7 , for each x g X there is a
  . .   . .neighborhood V of 0 in Y such that F x q V l T x q V s B. Byx x x
 .  .i , for each x g X there is a neighborhood U x of x in X such that for
 .  .  .   ..   . .each y g U x , F y ; F x q V , and so F U x l T x q V s B.x x
The following theorem is an improved version of the Michael selection
theorem.
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a paracompact topological space, Y a normed
linear space, and let F: X § Y be a lower semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping
 .such that for each x g X, F x is a nonempty, complete, closed, and con¨ex
set. Then there is a continuous function f : X ª Y such that for each x g X,
 .  .f x g F x .
Proof. We claim that there is a sequence of continuous functions f :n
X ª Y with the following properties:
 .  .  .  yn .a For each x g X, f x g F x q B 0, 2 .n
 . 5  .  .5 ynq2b For each x g X, f x y f x - 2 .n ny1
 y1 .For n s 1, we apply Theorem 2.1 with V s B 0, 2 . Assume that we
have constructed the mappings f up to n and let us construct f .k nq1
 .  .   . yn .Define G: X § Y by G x s F x l B f x , 2 , x g X. It is clear thatn
G is a lower semicontinuous mapping with nonempty convex values. By
Theorem 2.1, there is a continuous function f : X ª Y such that fornq1
each x g X,
f x g F x l B f x , 2yn q B 0, 2yny1 . .  .  .  . . .nq1 n
Therefore, for each x g X we have
f x g F x q B 0, 2yny1 .  .  .nq1
yn yny1 ynq1f x y f x - 2 q 2 - 2 . .  .nq1 n
 .This proves our claim. By a , we can define a function g : X § Y suchn
that for each x g X,
 .  .  . 5  .  .5 ync g x g F x and f x y g x - 2 .n n n
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 . 5  .  .5 ynq3This and b imply that for each x g X, g x y g x - 2 , andnq1 n
5  .  .5 ynq4so for each natural number p, g x y g x - 2 . Since eachnqp n
 .  4F x is complete, there is a function f : X ª Y such that g convergesn
 .  . 5  .  .5 ynq4pointwise to f and f x g F x and f x y g x F 2 for all x g X.n
 .  4This and c imply that f uniformly converges to f on X. Hence f is an
continuous function.
Kakutani and Fan's fixed point theorem is important in nonlinear
analysis which asserts: Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a
locally convex topological linear space, and let F: C § C be an upper
semicontinuous set-valued mapping with nonempty closed convex values.
Then F has a fixed point.
w xHimmelberg 4 gave an improved version of Kakutani and Fan's fixed
point theorem which says: Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a locally
convex topological linear space, D be a compact subset of C, and let F:
C § D be an upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping with nonempty
closed convex values. Then F has a fixed point.
The following fixed point theorem, in which the set-valued mapping F is
lower semicontinuous instead of upper semicontinuous, supplements
Kakutani and Fan's fixed point theorem and Himmelberg's fixed point
theorem.
THEOREM 2.5. Let C be a con¨ex subset of a normed linear space, D a
compact subset of C, and let F: C § D be a lower semicontinuous set-¨ alued
mapping with nonempty closed con¨ex ¨alues. Then F has a fixed point.
Proof. Notice that a metric space is paracompact. By Theorem 2.4,
there is a continuous function f : C ª D such that for each x g C,
 .  .f x g F x . By Himmelberg's fixed point theorem, there is x* g C such
 .  .that x* s f x* g F x* .
3. THE EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM FOR
GENERALIZED GAMES
Let I be an index set. For each i g I, let X be a nonempty subset of ai
topological linear space Y . Throughout the section, we denote  X byi ig I i
X. Let A , B , P : X § X be set-valued mappings. A generalized game ori i i i
.  .an abstract economy G s X , A , B , P is defined as a family ofi i i i ig I
 .ordered quadruples X , A , B , P . For each i g I, let p be the projec-i i i i i
 .tion mapping from X onto X . For each x g X, we denote p x by x . Ani i i
equilibrium for the generalized game G is a point x* g X such that for
U  .  .  .each i g I, x g cl B x* and A x* l P x* s B where cl B is ai i i i i
 .set-valued mapping from X into X such that for each x g X, cl B x isi i
 .the closure of B x .i
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let C be a subset of X. A : X § X is said to havei i i
 .the e-SLC -property on C , if for each convex neighborhood V of 0 in Y ,i i
there is a sub-lower semicontinuous set-valued mapping T V: C § X withi i i
nonempty convex values such that T and p are topologically separated oni i
V  .  .C and T x ; A x q V for all x g C .i i i i
 .  . w xClearly, the e-SLC -property is weaker than the e-CS -property in 10 .
DEFINITION 3.2. Let C be a subset of X. A : X § X is said to havei i i
 .the LCS -property on C , if there is a lower semicontinuous set-valuedi
mapping T : C § X with nonempty closed convex values such thati i i
 .  .  .T x ; A x and x f T x for all x g C .i i i i i
 4LEMMA 3.1. Let Y be a family of locally con¨ex topological lineari ig I
spaces. Then there is a directed set J such that for each i g I, Y has a basei
 4V of neighborhoods of 0 with the following properties:i j jg J
 .18 for each j g J, V is closed and con¨ex.i j
 .28 V ; V whene¨er j F j in J.i j i j 1 22 1
 .Proof. For each i g I, let B 0 be the base of all closed and convexi
  .neighborhoods of 0 in Y , and J s  W ; W g B 0 for all i andi ig I i i i
4W s Y but finitely many i . Then J is a base of neighborhoods of 0 ini i
 Y with respect to the product topology. Define a order F on J asig I i
follows: for arbitrary j , j g J, j F j if j ; j . It is clear that J is a1 2 1 2 2 1
 .directed set with respect to F. For each i g I and j g J, let V s p j . Iti j i
 4is clear that for each i g I, V is a base of neighborhoods of 0 in Y ,i j jg J i
V is closed and convex for all j g J, and V ; V whenever j F j in J.i j i j i j 1 22 1
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a topological space, Y be a topological linear space,
and let A: X § Y be an upper semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping with
compact ¨alues. Assume that C ; Y and K ; Y are closed and compact,
 .   . .respecti¨ ely. Then T : X § Y defined by T x s A x q C l K for all
x g X is upper semicontinuous.
 .  .  .Proof. Let F x s A x q C and G x s K for all x g X. It is clear
 .  .  . w xthat T x s F x l G x for all x g X. By Theorem 8 in 1, p. 110 , it
suffices to show that F is closed. Suppose that F is not closed, then there
 .  .  .is x g X and y g Y such that x , y g cl Graph F and y f F x s0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .A x q C. Since A x is compact and C is closed, A x q C is closed.0 0 0
 .   .Hence there is a neighborhood V of 0 in Y such that y q V l A x0 0
.  w x.q C q V s B see Theorem 1.10 in 7 . Since A is upper semicontinu-
ous, there is a neighborhood U of x in X such that for all x g U,0
 .  .  .  .  .A x ; A x q V, and so F x s A x q C ; A x q C q V. By0 0
 .  .  4  4x , y g cl Graph F , there is a net x in X and a net y in0 0 a a g D a a g D
 .Y such that x ª x , y ª y and for all a g D, y g F x . It followsa 0 a 0 a a
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that there is an index a g D such that x g U whenever a G a . Hence0 a 0
 .  .y g F x ; A x q C q V, and so y f y q V, whenever a G a . Thisa a 0 a 0 0
contradicts y ª y .a 0
 .THEOREM 3.1. The generalized game G s X , A , B , P admits ani i i i ig I
equilibrium if for each i g I:
 .i X is a nonempty, compact con¨ex subset of a locally con¨exi
topological linear space Y .i
 .ii cl B is an upper semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping with nonemptyi
con¨ex ¨alues.
 .  .   .iii B has the e-SLC -property on a closed set C with x g X ; A xi i i
 . 4  .   . .l P x / B ; int C where int C is the relati¨ e interior of C in X .i X i X i i
 4  .Proof. Let J and V be as in Lemma 3.1. By i and Tychonoff'si j jg J
theorem, X s  X is a compact convex set. Hence C is compact forig I i i
 .all i g I. By iii and Theorem 2.2, for each j g J, there is a continuous
function f : C ª X such that for each x g Ci j i i i
f x g B x q V l X and f x / x . 1 .  .  .  . .i j i i j i i j i
Define a set-valued mapping F : X § X byi j i
f x , if x g int C .  . 4i j X i
F x s .i j  cl B x q V l X , if x g X _int C . .  . .i i j i X i
 .  .Notice that int C is an open subset of X. By ii and Lemma 3.2, it isX i
easy to verify that F is upper semicontinuous. For each j g J, let F :i j j
 .  . w xX § X such that F x s  F x for all x g X. By Lemma 3 in 3 , Fj ig I i j j
is an upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping with closed convex values.
By Kakutani and Fan's fixed point theorem, there is x j g X such that
j  j. j  .x g F x . We claim that x g X _D int C . Indeed, if this is notj ig I X i
j  .  .true, then there is i g I such that x g int C . By 1 and the defini-0 X i0j  j.   j.4  j. j  j.tion of F , x s p x f f x s F x . This implies x f F x , ai j i i i j i j j0 0 0 0
contradiction. Hence for each j g J,
x j g cl B x j q V . 2 .  . . i i j
igI
 j4Since J is a directed set, x is a net in the compact subsetjg J
 .  j4X _D int C of X. Hence there is a subnet of x to converge toig I X i jg J
 .some x* in X _D int C . Without loss of generality, we can assumeig I X i
lim x j s x*. 3 .
j
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This is equal to
lim x j s xU , for each i g I.i i
j
 . j  j.By 2 , for each i g I and each j g J, x g cl B x q V . Hence there isi i i j
 j.y g cl B x and ¨ g V such thati j i i j i j
x j s y q ¨ .i i j i j
 4Since V is a base of neighborhoods of 0 in Y for all i g I, lim ¨ s 0.i j jg J i j i j
Hence for each i g I
lim y s lim x j y lim ¨ s xU . 4 .i j i i j i
j j j
w x  .  .By proposition 7 in 1, p. 110 , for each i g I, cl B is closed. By 3 and 4 ,
U  .  .  .  .x g cl B x* for all i g I. By x* g X _D int C and iii , A x* li ig I X i i
 .P x* s B for all i g I.i
w xThe above proof uses the idea of the proof of Theorem 5 in 10 . It is
w xclear that Theorem 3.1 is a generalization of Theorem 5 in 10 .
 .THEOREM 3.2. The generalized game G s X , A , B , P admits ani i i i ig I
equilibrium if for each i g I:
 .i X is a nonempty con¨ex subset of a normed linear space Y .i i
 .ii cl B is a lower semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping with nonemptyi
 .closed con¨ex ¨alues, and cl B X is contained in a compact subset H of X .i i i
 .  .iii cl B has the LCS -property on a closed subset C of X containingi i
  .  . 4the set x g X ; A x l P x / B .i i
Proof. Since cl B has the LCS-property on C , there is a lower semi-i i
continuous set-valued mapping T : C § X with nonempty closed convexi i i
 .  .  .values such that T x ; cl B x and x f T x for all x g C . Define ai i i i i
set-valued mapping F from X into X byi i
T x , if x g C .i iF x s .i  cl B x , if x g X _C . .i i
Since C is a closed subset of X, it is easy to verify that F is loweri i
 .semicontinuous and F x is a closed convex set for each x g X. Byi
Theorem 2.5, there is a continuous function f : X ª X such that for eachi i
x g X
f x g F x ; cl B x . .  .  .i i i
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Define a continuous function f from X into a compact subset  Hig I i
  ..  .such that p f x s f x for all x g X and all i g I. Since f is continu-i i i
ous for all i g I, f is continuous. By Himmelberg's fixed point theorem,
 . U  .  .there is x* g X such that x* s f x* . Hence x s f x* g cl B x* . Thisi i i
 .  .  .  .and x f T x and f x g F x s T x for all x g C imply x* f C . Byi i i i i i i
 .  .  .iii , A x* l P x* s B.i i
 .In Theorem 3.2, setting P x s B for all i g I and all x g X, we havei
the following fixed point result.
COROLLARY 3.1. For each i g I, let X be a con¨ex subset of a normedi
linear space and H be a compact subset of X , and let F : X s  X § Hi i i ig I i i
be a lower semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping with nonempty closed con¨ex
U  .¨alues. Then there is x* g X such that x g F x* for all i g I.i i
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